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Tackling over eating, greed and temptation 
 
Most of this topic is about programming, beliefs, habits, and labels - at any time you can re-

train yourself! 
 

3 main areas and all are interlinked 
 

• Over eating – covering portion control, over eating habits, how you get used to 
eating more, the influence of others and images around you 

• Greed – looking at the big need / desire for food, to fill up, to be stuffed rather than 
satisfied, to have what others are having, the emotional connection, addiction and 

hormones (specifically leptin, ghrelin and cortisol) 

• Temptation - Dealing with feeders, FOMO, visualisation, language & tone impact 
 

This call combines facts and stats, switch ups and solutions! 
 
 

45 Facts and stats 
 

1. FACT - we are eating bigger portions more than ever before 
 

2. Bag of crisps in 1985 were 25g now, 35g as standard – USA is worse – 64-ounce 
sodas now. 

 
3. Size of coffees gone up everywhere “The Coffee cup culture” has a lot to answer for 

in terms of us consuming more drinks AND bigger drinks. 
 

4. Small coffee in a coffee shop now is the equivalent to a large 20/30 years ago – 340ml 
is a small coffee in Costa! 

 
5. Introduction of mainstream lattes – the amount of dairy in a coffee has gone up 

massively – dairy is higher calorie dense than water, impact of too much dairy. And 
of course, amount of caffeine up in these drinks too. 

 
6. Plates bigger, mugs bigger, tables bigger, our kitchen and eating areas have become a 

lot bigger – these impact how we perceive the size of what we eat and drink. 
 

7. We see more images of food than ever before – food and drink are also 
EVERYWHERE! Social media, adverts we have no control over, other people’s food. 

Petrol station changes, supermarket changes – 54 kinds of milk, 60 types of gin – 
bigger in size, bigger in number – more food and drink images than ever before. 

 
8. Whittards cereal bowls in the 90’s doubled my cereal portion at university overnight! 

Great example of how something trendy impacted portion size without people 
realising it 
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9. These things have changed how we ‘see’ and ‘process’ our food and drink portion 
sizes. 

 
10. We also have inherited portions – the plates and bowls and serving you had growing 

up becomes your portion programming. 
 

11. How many slices of toast or crumpets did you have – 1, 2, 3? How many eggs at 
breakfast, how many sausages at dinner? 

 
12. Sibling competition can impact over eating and portions; the eat fast to get more, or 

always go for the bigger portion. Because, more = I will get it, they won’t! 
 

13. Peer portion – I used to have a competition to have the biggest feet, read the 
quickest and eat the quickest to get seconds with a friend from primary school – this 
impacted my programming, my ability to eat more and my love of tasty food AND 

my beliefs – more food = better. 
 

14. Eating your main to get dessert encourages over eating – it means you are 
programmed to eat more than you wanted just to get the sweet things. For many, 

indirectly it meant “I will be hard done by if I leave anything on my plate”. 
 

15. This, “clean the plate syndrome” - one of the worst programming messages at all – 
basically you must always be full, it’s wrong to leave things on your plate. 

 
16. Stuffed V Satisfied is a massive eating default – we think that to be satisfied we need 

to be stuffed – this needs to be changed! 
 

17. The super-size era – taught the value of bigger portions – get more food for less – 
the encouragement and programming of more = better. The value is in eating more 

bang for our buck. And the association of “we need more size for less money” to get 
value. Not value on taste of goodness but size. 

 
18. Free food, unlimited food, pile your plate high messages from diet clubs – if you get 

used to eating big portions of low-calorie food, when you go off diet, you’ll eat big 
portions of higher calorie foods. 

 
19. When you are full your stomach starts to switch you into fat storing mode – EVEN 

when eating healthy things. 
 

20. Eyes are bigger than your stomach – The ‘Chez Bruce” effect – feel hard done by 
sometimes when they serve something up but by the end, you’re full and satisfied! 

 
21. Why? Time and taste. Your body can feel satisfied when you eat small portions of 

higher tasting food in a mindful, exquisite way - bring this home! 
 

22. Our stomachs get used to eating more and less – BOTH ways – why eating more 
creeps up on us but why we can change it in a short space of time too! 

 
23. You can carry a lot of extra body fat from overeating healthy things – because if not 

burnt off, carbohydrates and excess calories are stored as fat. 
24. My children have a little excess fat because of this; they are fairly big eaters of healthy 

food. My boys have recently become more consciously aware of portion sizes and 
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their evening cereal bowls have gone down by 50-70% and they are having 1.5 slices 
of toast for breakfast – their bodies are changing a lot as a result. 

 
25. As a former fitness instructor, I could get away with eating more – the “earn your 

carbs” concept Alex talked about. When you’re exercising less, getting older and 
you’re shorter – you don’t need as much. Example of FMME in 2011 – Honor; 5 ft. 1, 

mid-forties, I was 5 ft. 10 and mid-thirties – BIG difference in basal metabolism. 
 

26. Me and my family can easily gain wait when not exercising without adjusting portion 
control – very easily done in winter, as we are so active in summer. Lockdown good 
example of this for many people – extra glass of wine in the evening, no walking to 

station, children’s exercise clubs closed. 
 

27. Most people eat too much! Next month covering labels and “average” woman 
needing 2000 cals is simply not true. Most people don’t realise that if they are 30% 

overweight, they are often just eating 30% more than they need. 
 

28. Don’t think counting calories is what’s needed to help you manage portion control. 
BUT we do need to be aware of the difference between a big sloppy drizzle of olive 
oil V a cap full.  And an un-thought-out portion of rice or cereal V the right amount 

for what we really need. 
 

29. Recipe subscription boxes (eg Mindful Chef) are a great example of how to manage 
portions of carbs. They arrive weighed and always seem small! But it’s always enough 

when mixed with flavour and high-quality ingredients. 
 

30. People around you can influence you BOTH ways – if you live or hang out with 
people who eat big meals you’ll have or want big meals and vice versa. You need to 

be aware of your influencers AND who you’re influencing – often a cycle in a 
partnership / family. 

 
31. Feeders -1) show their love through food 2) want you to eat (or drink) to make 

them feel better about themselves 3) make and give food as a way of getting 
recognition and worth. This can impact your beliefs and triggers from an emotional 
eating perspective AND means that you get used to always doing what the other 

person expects at a cost to your health / waistline! 
 

32. Over eating can occur because of emotional eating “using food to fix an emotion, 
mask an emotion, depress an emotion, cope with an emotion”. So always ask; is it 

just habit (which it often is) or does it go a bit deeper than that and need a 
psychological solution? 

 
33. Over eating can also be the (default) inability to consciously control what you want 

to eat because you have out of control thoughts, emotions, triggers that cause the 
overeating – write a food diary and observe the amounts you eat and the triggers 

 
34. Addiction is “never getting enough of what you don’t need” and the “condition of 

being addicted to a particular substance or activity”. This is why the topic of 
addiction needs be addressed. Do you drink too much out of habit, or are you 
addicted? Do you eat too big portions of sugar through the day? Or are you 

addicted? 
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35. Watch labels! Not food ones, but the ones given to you growing up and given to you, 
labels you give yourself “Janey loves her food” (TONE OF VOICE IMPACTS LABEL 

EVEN MORE!) 
 

36. Also be careful that what you tell yourself doesn’t become a self-fulfilling prophecy – 
“I am a big eater” can mean you stay a big eater. All these are those sub conscious 

unhelpful affirmations – observe what you label yourself and tell yourself and write it 
down. 

 
37. Portion control is NOT calorie control, so don’t confuse the two. But of course, you 

will usually lower calories by portion control! 
 

38. What would you choose? Two delicious meals, same calories, amazing ingredients, 
one is smaller than the other. Which one would you go for - and what are the 

reasons? I used to be big, now I say small – imprints my beliefs that less doesn’t = 
hard done by – I have taught myself that less amount doesn’t mean less enjoyment. 

 
39. The programming is such a huge part of our portion control beliefs - change the 

beliefs, change the way we see the size of food! Observe your beliefs around food 
servings and portions – observe the thoughts as Gill taught you in month 1 and bring 

to a Q and A 
 

40. There are women with hormone imbalances where Leptin and Ghrelin don’t work 
the right way and cortisol can also impact the ‘physical’ need for high calorie / big 

portions. It can be hard to detect which angle practical, emotional or physical – but it 
is worth remembering that imbalance can mean out of whack hormones, which can 

affect the fat storage and signal to having enough. Alex will cover this on the month 3 
Q and A. 

 
41. Watch the “Masterchef effect” or “GBBO effect”!  You start to salivate and want 

food when it is in front of you for long periods of time. On these shows, food is 
often discussed with romance, close ups, sexual tone, talked in persuasive and 

tempting language – the enhancement of images makes things even more tempting. 
 

42. The language you use around food and the visualisations you have about certain 
foods can be the make or break to eating more or less – again observe and challenge 

– Gill talked about this on her earlier calls. 
 

43. Famous quote; “You become the average of the 5 people you are around”. Same 
with food – My au pairs and live-in nannies all say “I’ll never eat the same again after 

living with you!”. When I lived with a man who didn’t drink, I drank way less. 
 

44. FOMO out is a survival instinct, so we need to see it as that, not as a personal 
weakness! But when you are clear on what NOT having something gives you, the 

FOMO lowers. This is the biggest change in me – I am now not tempted by others or 
feel like I’m missing out – because I am SO grounded with what I do and why – the 

benefits / gains / wins of different choices! 
 

45. Some people have general portion control / over eating / greed with food in general; 
known as “Volume eaters”. Some only overeat certain foods. Most people know 

what their portion control issues or challenges are. Don’t hide them – bring them to 
your awareness, bring them to us, learn about them and work on them! 
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Remember - most overeating comes from programming, conditioning, habits and triggers.  

And NOT challenging them or leaning new ways. 
 

YOU CAN LEARN TO EAT LESS, BUT PLEASE DO IT WITH THE GROWTH 
MINDSET. 

 
 

45 Switch ups and solutions 
 
 Starting with practical tips then going into the psychological side… 
 

1. You are NOT a bad person if you are greedy or overeat! (Definition of greed: 
intense and selfish desire for something, especially wealth, power, or food. Definition 
of gluttony: habitual greed or excess in eating). For many, it is just the programming, 
conditioning and habits – NOT YOU! But your subconscious and the behaviour that 

stems from that 
 

2. You can learn to eat less and you can train yourself to eat less and it is easier than 
you think! Your stomach expands and gets bigger the more you eat and vice versa so 

make small changes from today. 
 

3. Do you need to go on a diet / extreme diet? Or do you just need to eat less of what 
you’re currently eating? I’ve helped people change shape so easily with tweaking the 
calorie density and nutritional density on a plate AND lowering the portion control 

by 15-20% - brilliant combination. 
 

4. A variety of “success methods” for lowering portion control varies a lot between 
person to person. Liz Hurley used to say she ate her dinner on a small plate with 
small knives and forks, I have always found spreading my meal out over a big plate 

worked better for me. Research does show that smaller plates are better but try for 
yourself and see ☺ 

 
5. Need to work out whether the overeating is from programming and beliefs, habits 

you’ve picked up along the way, or emotional eating – in other words whether you 
need practical solutions or psychological ones, or a combination. 

 
6. List your common over eating issues - and ask whether it is an emotional need or a 

physical need or a ‘just because’ one – bring to a Q& A if unsure and we can help. 
 

7. 4 way plate is a way to help lower certain food groups 25% carbs, 25% protein, 35-
40% veggies / salad, 10-15% essential fat and there are also glasses and wine glasses 
with portion sizes on – wine glasses used to be small with 125ml, now 200-400 a 

glass! 
 
8. Glass of water before a meal can help BUT I still think this promotes being ‘filled up”. 

However, when dehydrated you cannot tell whether you are hungry or thirsty. So if 
very hungry outside of a meal time, drink a glass of water to see if that changes 

things. 
 

9. Eating slowly and mindfully is a great strategy along with making food look nice and 
slowing down thoughts. The brain takes about 20 minutes to register that you are full 
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– so eat using very small mouthfuls – and create a competition to eat the slowest! It 
is a learned behaviour! 

 
10. Serve things on a plate – EVERYTHING! Even a few tortilla chips and dips –to bring 

to your awareness of the amount you are eating 
 

11. Food diaries help massively – photo food diaries can also be particularly helpful. I had 
a woman who put all her photos in a word document to visually see the days total 

 
12. Read labels and measure out whilst you’re in the retraining zone. BUT again, a lot of 

labels of suggested serving sizes will say 75g of pasta or rice. But with Mindful Chef it 
was 30-40g. Remember the quarter plate rule as a principle – but of course, the size 

of the plate will even determine what the total amount is! 
 

13. Get used to leaving things on your plate! It is now normal for me to leave something 
AND to leave healthy things too – a great habit to get into! It changes the 

programming and it only has to be a small amount. 
 

14. Not a fan of wearing tight clothes as it can affect the gut function. BUT… Research 
has shown when in relaxing, baggy clothes (where you can’t feel your stomach 
expand) you are less aware of the feeling of being full and likely to eat more 

 
15. Eat a small salad or bowl of soup before a main meal as a small starter. This adds 

nutrients, which will give you satiation and gives you time - time for your brain time 
to tell you that you are full. Research (Penn state University) said people who had a 

bowl of soup ate on average 20% less calories overall when doing this! 
 

16. Snack foods that are harder to eat quickly can help if you’re a snack over eater; 
Edamame beans in shells, nuts in shells, peeling oranges, cutting crudités as you eat 

them etc. 
 

17. Divide big bags of things into serving sizes – I mentioned my nut boxes last month. 
I’m not saying weigh everything but when you’re re learning it can be very useful to 

weigh things out – if you only have 1 serving size and eat slowly, you will eat less than 
willy-nilly snacking – same for the wine! Measure out 175ml and you’ll get used to 

175ml in time. 
 

18. Minimise distractions – like anything when you’re distracted, you’re less aware of the 
task in hand. What you’re doing / eating becomes autopilot, so underneath the 

conscious flight deck. When you’re not consciously focused on what you are doing, 
excess food and mindless eating can occur. 

 
19. Buy smaller versions of the things you eat – some slices of bread are 40% larger than 

others – two kinds of rye bread I buy, one is 1/3 more. When I don’t take a 1/3 off 
the bigger one, I put on 1/3 more topping! Very large eggs vs small eggs – we like to 

eat in units. 
20. Ice-cream pots, loaves of bread, even size of tomatoes or apples – make these 

smaller and eat the same spoonful’s or mouthfuls – you will eat less. 
 

21. We tend to eat in units. “Most of us don't share a slice of pizza, a bagel, or a soda (or 
other foods which come in units) with a friend. Instead, we tend to eat the whole 
thing. An interesting study offers up this trick: cut your pizza pie into fewer pieces 
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and you may end up eating fewer calories. In this particular study, when a pizza pie 
was cut into 16 slices -- instead of the typical 8 slices -- people ate less” 

 
22. To start serving yourself less food, serve up what you usually do and then take some 

away – making changes gradually is such a great tip – 10% for first 2 weeks – hardly 
noticeable – especially if you eat slower and more mindfully. 

 
23. Capful of oil rather than a drizzle of oil – we go from willy-nilly drizzle to using a set 

out amount – I do this all the time – because I love essential fats and can easily over 
eat them. 

 
24. Remember that diet / lower fat food actually encourages us to eat more – all studies 

show this. Eating twice the amount of low-fat food can have way more calories than 
one portion of full fat – and satisfies us much less! So always eat smaller portions of 

full fat food as a rule. 
 

25. Re-educate yourself – get the measuring cups out, see what you’re eating one week 
and then, do some maths. As per the macros chat in month one, see how many 

carbohydrates you’re having. Spend a week consciously taking that down 10 or 20% if 
you think you’re eating too much. 

 
26. Smaller packages of food = less eating. It’s far easier to eat 75g of crisps in a giant bag 

than to eat 3 x 25g bags – same with chocolate - it’s those units we like to eat in! 
 

27. Learn to guestimate the amount of the foods you typically eat using visuals. There are 
lots out there, but deck of cards for protein, baseball for pasta or rice, golf ball for 

essential fats. And I play a guessing game with my clients… How many carbs did you 
have today, how many calories did you have, how much protein did you have? Then 
you can guess and then confirm. It is worth doing as part of your food management 

education ☺ 
 

28. Pinterest has a lot of visuals – search portion control. Be aware that some are very 
calorie focused – but there are some good things out there if you like visuals. 

 
29. When making dinner make extra and portion it out. I had a friend who used to make 

a WW meal for four and ate 1.5 to 2 portions for one person! 
 

30. “Portion teller plan” - book by American Dr Lisa Young (also author of finally full, 
finally slim”). She focuses a lot on food diaries and food visuals - 1 large steak = same 

calories as 14 eggs 
 

31. Make decisions on what you’re going to eat and stick to them (90/10 rule of course). 
For me, 1 slice of toast for breakfast, 2 eggs when having lunch, 1 egg when adding to 
a fish cake or mail meal, how much hummus I use at breakfast, capful of dressing, ½ 

pack of the quinoa / rice mix, 1 x 200ml glass of wine when drinking. 
32. The “pincha” concept. Restaurant in America had a “pinch a chips” and “pinch a 

muffin” – a mini amount of something delicious 
 
33. When I go out with the kids, I’ll typically have a child’s ice-cream – ½ a single scoop. 

Or I’ll ask for a ½ portion of a Mr Whippy 
 

34. I’ll often eat a child’s main meal in a restaurant – especially fish and chips 
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35. Order a starter each and share a main when out with a friend. 

 
36. “Go back” exercise! In the 50’s, people were eating smaller portions, were smaller in 

size AND were more active – basal activity around the home and walking more. 
Spend a week eating 25% smaller sizes and moving 25% more and I’m sure you’ll see 

a difference! 
 

37. Buffet temptation and portion control tip - go around the whole table, see what’s 
there as a complete visual. Then, decide what you want and then go round once and 

get one plate with your favourite / chosen things and then move away. EAT 
SLOWLY, savour it, tell yourself it’s one round and don’t go back! 

 
38. Know your label; know the behaviour (or person) that gave you that label and then 

do something different, to create a different label. 
 

39. Know the behaviour of others and those who can influence you. We will cover more 
detailed strategies on this later on in the 3P. 

 
40. But you must be clear and confident on YOUR choices and the positive and negative 

consequences of your choices / influences 
 

41. You must have your power responses - your food focus power! More on this later 
on in the 3P 

 
42. I can leave food on my plate at other people’s homes and not worry about offending 

people. I can allow a feeder to get upset or bitter if I say no to something 
 

43. If I’m going somewhere where there might be lots of food on offer, I’d eat something 
nice beforehand and have small portions – small portions is a great way of feeding the 

feeder without compromising your health and waistline! 
 

44. I’m known as the healthy person now, the person that has small portions, the person 
that can say no. Step into the identity and practice – and become the change you 

need people to see so THEIR behaviour changes! 
 

45. Observe choices, detect patterns, dig for the cause, and consider your solutions or 
tactics.  And then implement, learn from them, adapt if necessary and REPEAT. 

 
 

Please remember that you can bring all your overeating, greed and portion 
control questions to the Q&As!  

 
And Alex is covering the leptin / ghrelin / cortisol impact of overeating on the 

month 3 Q & A! 


